TABLE 4
REMNANT MATERIALS DISPOSITION FLOWCHART
UMORE PARK
ROSEMOUNT, MINNESOTA

Observe remnant materials for suspect asbestos-containing material (ACM)

Is ACM present on concrete or adjacent ground surface?

Yes

Can ACM be cost-effectively abated?

Yes

Remove ACM utilizing licensed abatement contractor

Handle/dispose of affected remnant portions and/or surficial soils as ACM waste material

No

No

No

No

Is remnant and/or adjacent soils contaminated above an approved regulatory level for recycling/reuse?

Yes

Segregate contaminated portions and dispose at permitted landfill

Observe remnant material debris for concrete blocks or brick

No

Does material contain concrete block or brick?

Yes

Sort out block and brick

Crush and recycle as structural fill or general fill

No

Crush and recycle material as road base, structural fill, or general fill